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A very general result for checking the existence of the Cm-flows associated to the 
semimartingale-valued random fields is given in the first part of this paper. The 
following section contains the proof of the fact that any distribution-valued S’- 
semimartingale can be represented as the boundary value of a semimartingale with 
values in the nuclear Frichet space of the functions which are analytic outside the 
real line. In the last section, by the use of the I&Tanaka formula, the probabilistic 
solutions of a Schriidinger-type equation with reflection for any distribution as the 
initial condition is constructed. 
INTRODUCTION 
For a long time, in the prediction theory of Gaussian processes one uses 
the fact that any integrable generalized process can be written as the 
boundary value of an analytic generalized process (cf., for instance, 171). As 
a natural question one may ask to what extent this kind of result is valid for 
the semimartingales with values in the space of the distributions. Having 
recalled the basic results that we have found in [ lO-171 in the first section, 
we study the construction of the P-flows associated to the semimartingale- 
valued random fields in the second section. The method is based on the 
characterization of the semimartingales on the nuclear spaces (cf. [ 131) and 
the Radon-Nikodym property of such spaces (cf. [ 11, 121). Let us note here 
that the same techniques can be exploited for the explosion tests of the flows 
of semimartingales if one replaces the space 8 by B’. 
The results of Section 2 are used in Section 3 to show that any S ‘- 
semimartingale with values in the space of the distributions on the real line is 
the boundary value in the projective tensor product topology Q’ 6 S’ of an 
S’-semimartingale with values in the space of the analytic functions on 
C - IR. This result will permit us in forthcoming works to study the 
semimartingales with values in the spaces of the hyperfunctions. 
In Section 4, using the representation of the distributions by the analytic 
functions, we find the probabilistic solutions of reflected heat and 
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Schrodinger’s equations. In spite of the fact that Schrlidinger’s equation for a 
free particle can be solved by probabilistic methods for a very ‘limited class 
of initial conditions (cf. [ 151) the equation that we obtain can be solved for a 
large class of distributions. Moreover the semimartingale whose expectation 
solves this equation is a solution of a stochastic partial differential equation 
which has the solutions for any initial condition in 27’. Let us emphasize 
that the physical meaning of this equation remains to be interpreted. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
In the following, we shall study exclusively the spaces of the distributions 
and the analytic functions, however, the techniques used are valuable for a 
large class of nuclear spaces, hence the definitions are given in an abstract 
frame. 
Here @ denotes a complete nuclear space whose continuous dual c?’ is 
also nuclear under its strong topology p(@‘, @), denoted by @i. If U is an 
absolutely convex neighbourhood (of zero) in @, Q(v) denotes the quotient 
set a/p; ‘(0) completed with respect o the gauge function pu of U and k(U) 
is the canonical mapping from @ onto Q(U). If V c U is another such 
neighbourhood, k(U, v): Q(V) -P Q(U) is defined by k(U) = k(U, V) o k(V). 
Recall that @ is called nuclear if there exists a neighbourhood base 2V in @ 
such that, for any U E P there exists V c U, V E P, for which k( U, V) is a 
nuclear mapping. If B is a bounded, absolutely convex subset of @, we note 
by @[B] the completion of the subspace (of @) spanned by B with respect o 
the norm pB (i.e., the gauge function of B). It is well known that (cf. [ 1,8]) 
in each nuclear space 0, there exists a neighbourhood base Ph(@) such that, 
for any U E Ph(@), Q(U) is a separable Hilbert space whose dual can be 
identified by @‘[VI, Uo being the polar of U and 0 is the projective limit of 
((W-9, k(U, VI>; K U E %J@), Vc U). 
We denote by X,J@$ the set 
and Xh(@) is defined by interchanging @ and @h. 
By @2,X, P) we denote a complete probability space with a right 
continuous increasing filtration {srt ; t > O} of the sub-u-algebras of ST Y0 
is supposed to contain all the P-negligeable subsets of a. Now So represents 
the space of the equivalence classes (modulo evanescent processes) of real- 
valued semimartingales. We recall that one can define on So a distance under 
which it is a (nonlocally convex) Frichet space (cf. [3]). 
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If X is a separable Hilbert space and 2 is a semimartingale with values in 
X, [Z, Zl denotes the process 
uz, znt = [zc, ZCbI +c IldZ,l12 s<r 
where AZ, = Z, - Z,- , Zc is the continuous local martingale part of Z and 
(Z’, Zcb is the unique previsible process of finite variation such that: 
is a local martingale (cf. [6]). The set of X-valued semimartingales i  
denoted by S”(X). If Z E So(X) is a special semimartingale with its 
canonical decomposition 
Z=M+A, A,=0 
(defined as in the finite dimensional case) we define 
As in the finite dimensional case, the elements of S”(X) for which ]] . ]lp is 
finite is a Banach space under this norm and their set is denoted by S”(X) 
(by Sp if X = R). 
DEFINITION 1.1. (i) Let X be the set {X”: UE g,,(@i)}, where X” is a 
stochastic process with values in @‘(v) for any U E ph(@b). X is called a 
projective system (of stochastic processes on G’) if for any VC U, U, 
V E %‘,,(@b), X” and k(U, V) o X” are undistinguishable. 
(ii) We say that X has a limit in @’ if there exists a mapping X’ on 
IF? + x fl with values in @ such that, for any t 2 0, Xi is a random variable 
from (0,F) into (CD’, a(@‘)), where g(@‘) is the cylindrical o-algebra of 
@‘, and for any UE %*(a;), 
Xy = k(U) o Xi a.e., 
where X” is the element of X corresponding to U. 
A proof of Proposition 1.1 can be found in [ 121. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If Cp is a nuclear Fr&het space or strict inductive 
limit of a sequence of such spaces, then any projective system of stochastic 
processes on Qi’ has a limit in W. 
If X is a projective system with a limit X’ in #‘, we call the pair (X, X’) a 
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g-process on V. We say that a g-process (X,X’) or a projective system X 
possesses a property 7c 17 any element Xv of X possesses the property a in 
@‘(U). In particular, (X,X’) is called an SP-semimartingale ifX” belongs to 
Sp(@(U)) for any U E Ph(@b), p = 0, or p ) 1. The set of Sp- 
semimartingales on @’ will be denoted by S’(@‘), Zf (X,X’) E So(@) we 
call it simply a semimartingale (on #‘). Theorem 1.1 is proved in [ 131. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that X’ is a stochastic process with values in 
(CD’, O(@‘)), such that, for any q E CD, the process 
0, WI h W(w), P> 
has a modt$cation which is a real-valued semimartingale. Then there exists a 
unique projective system of semimartingales 
x = {XV; u E q&#$)} 
such that (X,X’) is a semimartingale on @‘. 
Theorem 1.2 is a direct consequence of the closed graph theorem 
(cf. [ 121). 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that (X,X’) is in S’(@‘). Then there exists a 
stochastic process X with values in @’ having right continuous trajectories 
with left limits (in the ordinary sense) such that, for any U E Ph(@i), 
k(U) o X and Xv are undistinguishable. Moreover there exists an element K 
of jFs(@;) and a semimartingale Y in S’(@’ [K]) whose image under the 
injection iK: @‘[K] C, @’ is undistinguishable from X. 
If @A is metrizable we have also 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that @i, is a nuclear Frechet space and let X’ be 
a @‘-valued stochastic process such that, for any rp E @, the process 
(6 WI w (XX~h P> 
has a modtscation which is a semimartingale. Then for any finite time 
interval there exists a probability measure equivalent o P under which the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 holds on this time interval. 
2. THE REGULARIZATION OF SEMIMARTINGALE-VALUED RANDOM FIELDS 
Theorem 2.1 is an application of Theorem 1.3. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a random field on [0, 1 ] X Rd such that, for any 
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x E IRd, X(x) is a semimartingale in S’. Suppose that the following 
conditions are verified: 
(i) For any bounded, previsible process h, the mapping 
x t-1 E ’ h&X(x), 1 0 
is infinitely differentiable. 
(ii) For any HE L”O(R, jr, P), the mapping 
x t-+ EWWhl 
is infinitely differentiable. 
Then there exists an Z(Rd) 0 IRd-valued (i.e., the completed projective 
tensor product of ?-functions on iRd with lRd) semimartingale A? such that, 
for every x E lRd, R(x) is undistinguishable from X(x). 
ProoJ Let us denote by 37 the Banach space of the bounded, previsible 
processes under the topology of uniform convergence. For any x E Rd, 
C+ E ]i l&X(x), defines a measure on the previsible a-algebra of 
[0, 1] x a. Hence, if (h”) converges to zero in 37, then {Eli h:dX(.),; 
n E IN} converges to zero in 8(Rd) 0 Rd as one can see using the closed 
graph theorem. Suppose that (h” ( < 1 and converges to zero pointwise. If F 
is any distribution of compact support, we pretend that 
Since (h”; n E N) is bounded in Z, (E IA h: a(.),; n E N) is bounded in 
Z(lRd) 0 Rd, hence it is relatively compact. Let q be any element of its 
closure and let (E Ii h:*dX(+),; k E N) be a subsequence converging to-q. It 
is trivial to see that the subsequence converges to zero in @‘(W”) @ Rd 
hence q = 0, i.e., the sequence has only one adherence point q = 0 therefore it 
converges to zero. 
Consequently, h + E ii h&X(.), induces a vecto_r measure on the 
previsible subsets of [0, l] x 0 with values in 8’(Rd) @ IRd which does not 
charge the evanescent sets. Hence there exists a previsible process B of 
integrable variation with values in g(lR’) @ Rd having right contin_uous 
trajectories with left limits (cf. [ 121) such that, for any FE 8”(Wd) @ IRd, 
one has 
(F,Ef’h,dX(.),)=Ejbh,d(F,B,) 
0 
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for any h E A??. Similarly (ii) implies that the mapping 
is a vector measure on (0,.YJ with values in &‘(lR”) 0 IRd which is 
absolutely continuous with respgct to P hence it has a Radon-Nikodym 
density Z, with values in 8(iRd) @ IRd. Let L, be defined as Z, - B,. If s < t, 
A E .Ys and F = D”g, where g is a continuous function of compact support, 
we have 
E[ l,(F, L,)] = (-l)‘k’ E j lA(m) g(x) DkL,(w, x) dx 
= (-l)lk’ 1 g(x) E[ 1, Dk(Z,(o, x) - B,(w, x))] dx 
= (-l)lk’ /g(x) DkE[ l,(Z,(w, x) -BI(co,x))] dx 
since (X(xz - B,(x); t E [0, l] 1 is a martingale. Hence, for any 
FE 8’(iRd) @ lRd ((F, Z,): t E [0, 1 ]} has a modification which is a 
semimasingale and the theorem follows from Theorem 1.3, since 
a(lRd) @ IRd is a nuclear Frechet space. Q.E.D. 
Remark i. Suppose that X(x) E S’ and x--t X(x) is infinitely differen- 
tiable under the norm topology of S’. Then the hypotheses of the theorem 
are satisfied. 
Rem_ark ii. The theorem and Remark i are again valid when we take 
8”(e) @ IRd instead of 8’(lRd) @ IRd, where B is an open subset of IRd. 
Remark iii. Let X be a semimartingale with values in 8’(e) 6 IRd. Then 
by Theorem 1.3 for any compact time interval, there exists a probability 
measure equivalent to P under which X is an S’-semimartingale on this 
compact time interval hence condition (i) and hence the hypotheses of the 
theorem are satisfied. Consequently the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are 
minimal (at least up to an equivalent probability measure and finite horizon). 
3. ANALYTIC SEMIMARTINGALES AND THEIR BOUNDARY VALUES 
Let 4 be an open subset of C. We denote by 8(@) the nuclear Frechet 
space of the analytic functions in 8. If Z is a stochastic process with values 
in GY(@) we say that Z is an analytic semimartingale in d if for any element 
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U of S&V(@)), k(U) o 2 is undistinguishable from a semimartingale with 
values in the separable Hilbert space R(@)(U). We recall that this implies 
that Z is right continuous with left limits in R(p) for almost all w E R. 
If B is any subset of C we say that Z is analytic on B if Z is the 
restriction of an analytic semimartingale to B. Let us recall also a result 
proved in [ I6]. Let G be a separable Hilbert space. We denote by H’(G) the 
set of local martingales with values in G such that ME H’(G) if and only if 
is finite. It is easy to show that ]].]lHl is a norm on H’(G) (H’(G), ]].]JH1) is a 
Banach space and ]]Dl]81 is equivalent o the norm 
IIMIl* =E[ ts,“~p ll~tll~l + 
Proposition 3.1 is a simple consequence of the nuclearity of R(e), 
however, we shall give a special proof. 
PROPOSITION $1. The projective tensor product topology of S ’ (Z(6)), 
denoted by S’ OR(@) is equivalent to the topology 5 defined by the 
seminorms 
when K runs in the set of the cotipact subsets of b. 
Proof. Evidently r is coarser than the projective tensor product topology. 
Conversely, let U be an element of %,,(X(@)). By Cauchy’s theorem there 
exists a compact subset K of B such that 
where pv is the gauge function of U. If X is in S’(R’(@)), it has the 
canonical decomposition 
X=M+A, A,=O, 
where M is a uniformly integrable analytic local martingale and A is 
previsible and of integrable variation in SF’(@) (cf. [ 121). Let K be the set 
(w:]w-z,-,]<p} and H be also in d defined by H=(w:]w-z,]<p+s) 
for an E > 0. Then for any z E K we have 
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Hence 
sup Wl(z)l Q z Jzn ]M,(z, + @ + E) e’“)] da, 
ZGK 0 
consequently 
E[syP ;F$ ]Mt(z)]] G~J2xE[sup]MI(~o + @+s)eia)]] da 
0 t 
hence 
which is equivalent o 
where C’ is independent of M. 
Similarly we also have 
where C” is independent of X, M, and A. 
Proposition 3.2 is a simple corrollary of Theorem 2.1. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X be a random fteld on [0, l] x B such that, for 
any z E 8, X(z) is a semimartingale in S’. Suppose that the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.1 are satisfied when the dt@erentiability is replaced by analyticity. 
Then there exists an analytic semimartingale X in 4 such that, for any 
z E 8, X(z) and X(z) are undistinguishable. 
Obviously, the remarks following Theorem 2.1 are also valid when one 
replaces the word “differentiable by analytic.” 
Theorem 3.1 is essential for the sequel. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (X,X’) be an element of So@‘). Then there exists a 
semimartingale X analytic in C -R such that, for any z E C - IR, t > 0, 
Zt(z> = (Xi, -&) a.e. 
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Moreover (X,X’) is the boundary value of 2 in the following sense: 
ljg (Z( - + k) - Z( .--ie), q7) = g(q) 
for any ~1 E ka, in S”, where 2 denotes the linear, continuous mapping from 
CT@) into S” associated to (X,X’). 
ProojI Define X;(o, z) as 
R;(w,z)= ( 
1 X&o), - ) 
) 
Imz#O. 
x-z 
Then for any z E G - IR, {X;(z); t > 0) has a modification which is a 
semimartingale and z + Xi(w, z) is analytic in C - IR. We shall show that 
(h” . 3?(z)), = j; h,” d;(z) 
converges in probability uniformly on the compact subsets of C -R when 
the sequence (h”) of simple, previsible processes converges uniformly to zero. 
We have, 
m = (x:,L>l where f,(x) = ;-“, 
and z + f, is an analytic mapping on C -R with values in B(R). Hence, if 
K c Cc - R is compact, then {f, ; z E K} is compact in 8(iR). Therefore, 
there exists some U E %&8”) such that {f, ; z E K) c u” and, for any z E K 
Hence, 
a.e. 
(‘htdR(z)= (j’h:dXYIf,) a.e., 
0 0 
and 
as n + co. Consequently, for any analytic functional b (i.e., an element of 
Z’(C - R)), (b($); t 2 0) has a modification which is a semimartingale 
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and by Theorem 1.3, {X;; c > 0) has a modification d which is an analytic 
semimartingale in C - R. Let XT(z) be defined as 
J?(z) = sgn(v)(~t(z) - 2#)) = -!+ (X;, ,x 1 z,2 ) 
a.e., 
for z = u + iv. Then (cf. [Z]) 
(Xf(- + ie), fp) = (Xi, q*(. + k)) = iF(tp(- + iE))[ a.e., 
where o* is defined as XT. Since d: 8’ + So is continuous and o*(. + k) + cp 
in &?‘(I?) as E tends to zero, we have 
so - l$ (x*(. + i&), fp) = Z(q). Q.E.D. 
A similar result holds for S’-semimartingales. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that X E S’(8’). Then there exists a 
semimartingale 2 in S’(Z(C - Ii?)) such that 
X(q) = S’ - lii (2(* + i&) -d(. -i&), rp) 
for any v, E 9. 
Proof. It is sufficient o note that X defined by 
is an element of S’(Z’(C - R)) by Proposition 3.2. 
Theorem 3.2 is the main result of this section. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be in S’@‘). Then there exists 
-?E S’(Z(C - IR)) whose boundary value in S’(C?‘) is X, i.e., for any 
v, E 9, one has 
X(p) = S ’ - lig (2( - + k) - A?(. - ie), rp). 
Proof: The proof is almost a repetition of the Mittag-Leffler procedure 
used to prove the analogous result for the distributions (cf. [2, 51). 
Let (vu ; u E Z} be a partition of unity subordinate to the covering defined 
by 
u,= {x:lx--ul< l}, v E z. 
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Define X” as a& then it is obvious from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem 
that 
x=Xx” 
in S’ 6 59’. Let ? be defined as in Proposition 3.3. For v > 2, the support 
of R’ does not intesect he disk D, = (z : 1 z ( < ( v ( - 11, hence & is analytic 
in D,, and 
iqyw, 2) = g DqLl, 0) f , 
I=0 
where the sum converges in S’ uniformly in 1.~1 ( ) v) - 1. In fact we have 
and by Cauchy’s theorem 
whereD~=(z:(z(<\vl-l-s)forsomee>O. 
Let U be an element of @‘,,(&“(@,)), where flV is an open neighbourhood of 
D,, such that pu (i.e., the gauge function of v) majorizes the seminorm 
S I--+ sup+ I f@)l . Then 
E[~;P lD’@‘P>ll <t,v, _ 11- Eji+, E[~~PP,(@)~ 
and for any partition {fn} of [0, 11, 
I 
E 
i 
’ (dD’$(O)( < 
1 
0 
(loI _ 1 -E)l’l E I ll&*“ll o 
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and this proves the convergence of the sum by Proposition 3.1. Let us choose 
n, E N such that 
II 
P(z)- c si.P(o);ljs, < 2-l”’ 
i<n,. 
for any JzJ < JuJ - 1 and let H” be 
H;(w, z) = 2 Di$(o, 0) ;. 
i=O 
Then the sum 
$yol, z) + c [if@, z) - H,“(w, z)] = &,<o, z) VfO 
converges in S’(Z(C - R)). Let K be a compact set, take u, such that D, 
contains K. After subtracting the terms up to order 1 uo) - 1, the remainder of 
the sum satisfies the condition 
c sup yz) -H”(z)lls, < +a. Ivl>lool ZEK 
Hence, by Proposition 3.1,2 belongs to S’(Z’(C - IF?)). Let us show now 
that X is the boundary value of 2. Let 9 E g and choose n E N such that 
the support of 9 is included in (z: 121 Q n - 1 }: We have 
Since X0 E S’(?T’), 
X(9)= x (x-‘,9). 
IlJl<n 
F(9) = s’ - l$ ($q. + ic) - dv(. - ie), 9). 
On the other hand, 
Z”= c [RU-W]+ c H” 
lul>n O<la<n 
is analytic on the support of 9, hence 
S’ - lig (Zn(. + is) - Z”(. - k), cp) = 0. Q.E.D. 
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4. AN EXTENSION OF THE ITO-TANAKA FORMULA 
Let T be a distribution on R, then there exists an element f of R(C - R) 
such that T is the boundary value of f. If W = (W,) is a standard Wiener 
process, since y -+ f (x + iy) is analytic on the upper half plane, the process 
(?(x+k+iIWtI); t>O) is a semimartingale for any E > 0. Moreover, by 
the I&Tanaka formula we have 
1 
=f(x+iE)+J~~(x+ic+ilWS[)sgn(WS)dWS 
(4.1) 
where sgn(x) is the sign function and (~5;) is the local time of W at zero. 
Since F is analytic on R x iR T , (4.1) can also be written in the form 
^ 
=~(X+iE)+iJ~~(x+ic+ilWSj)sgn(WS)dWS 
. 
+i 1 ~g(X+iE+ilwsl)dL; 
1 -- 
2J 5-T ;y (x+k+i(W,I)ds. (4.2) 
Let us look at { p(x + i-z + i I W, I); t > 0, x E R } as a 92’-valued stochastic 
process depending on E > 0. For any (p E CZ, because of the continuity of the 
trajectories of W, the set of the previsible processes 
{(f(- + ie + i ) WI), q7); 0 < c 4 co} 
is locally uniformly bounded, i.e., there exists a sequence of stopping times 
(T,,), increasing to infinity such that, for any n and v, E ~2, there exists a 
positive constant c(n, p) depending on n and cp such that, for almost all 
oER 
I@(- + i& + i I W. A,,I), q>l< W, (~1. 
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To see this stop W on the increasing, compact subsets (K,) covering R. 
Then 
and evidently the second set is bounded in G9’. Consequently the integrands 
in (4.2) are locally bounded, previsible stochastic processes in g’ hence the 
integrals are well defined as the integrals of g’-valued previsible stochastic 
processes (cf. [ 11, 12, 171). Furthermore, as E + 0, they have the pointwise 
limits and by what we have said above the stochastic integrals converge to 
the stochastic integrals of the limiting processes in probability (cf. [3]). Con- 
sequently, 
S” - l$ @(a + ic + i 1 W,I, q) 
defines a linear, sequentially continuous mapping from L9 into So. 
Stopping the processes by (T,) we see that the limit exists locally in S’ 
hence there exists a semimartingale having almost surely continuous trajec- 
tories (ordinary sense) with values in g’ which we denote by {X: ; t > 0). 
Evidently it satisfies the equation 
X:(qg=T+(q)+ij-yg (9) w-W,) dws 
Similarly, if we denote by {X; ; t > 0) the semimartingale corresponding 
to 
we have 
So - l&ig (f(- - k - i I W. I), (p) 
- f I t AX,-(q) ds, 0 (4.4) 
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where (cf. [5]) 
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Tf ($9) = lj$ (f( * f ie), q), rpEc2. 
If we denote X’ -X- by X and taking into account that &,0(o) has its 
support in the set {s: W,(w) = O), we obtain 
+i 
I( 
aT+ aT- 
-+x ((PI J? ax ) I 
Without any restriction we can do the same thing for 
f(x+ie+fiIW,l) 
choosing a branch of fi once for all. As in (4.2), using the fact that 
?EZ(Q: - I?), we have 
and 
f(x-k-fiIW,l) 
(x - if2 - fi I W,l) sgn(W,) dW, 
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Taking the difference and letting E + 0 we obtain a g’-valued semimar- 
tingale {xI ; t > 0) having almost surely continuous trajectories and satisfying 
the relation 
+ + 1 AX&) ds. 
0 
(4.6) 
Suppose that the local martingale part of (X,) is a martingale and define 
vr as 
W,(P) = w%41~ pE9. 
Then v1 satisfies the equation 
-112 a 
z (T+ + T-), I//~ = T= T+ - T- (4.7) 
in 22’. 
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